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Let’s Get a Drink
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Anyone paying attention to New York’s dating culture might wonder 
if the coffee shop date is obsolete. Check any list of “Best First 
Date Spots” or “Most Romantic NYC Dates,” and it’s likely to be 
bereft of coffee shop recommendations. The cozy corner booth in a 
neighborhood brew house has gone the way of the yellow cabs and print 
copies of the New York Daily News.

After all, dating in New York is a numbers game in a city of optimizers: 
$18 cocktails at the hottest speakeasy, a reservation for two at the best 
Italian hole-in-the-wall, 50 swipes right per night across three apps, 
and now, six feet apart at a minimum. In the era of the COVID-19 
pandemic, there’s less room for slow-paced, huddled conversations in 
high-traffic cafes.

But to ask coffee shop owners about their shops’ dating culture is to 
realize that the coffee date isn’t obsolete. Rather, it has become more 
bespoke. 

Specific coffee shops offer a specific type of date for a specific type of 
customer in a specific New York neighborhood. It may be true that no 
one is taking the subway a half-hour across town for a 3 p.m. pour-over 
with their latest Hinge match. But, they are walking a few blocks to 
meet people where they’re most comfortable, often in a familiar seat at 
their daily coffee shop. And that’s a result of intentional choices that 
some shop owners are making to create warm, comfortable spaces that 
feel like home for all parties.

Jereme Barnas opened Little Canal on the Lower East Side with his 
now-wife, then-girlfriend, Gorretti Layco four years ago. The coffee 
shop with made-to-order food transitions to a natural wine and craft 
beer bar in the evening. With a background in architecture and design, 
Layco was responsible for designing the shop. 

“What we’re trying to do with the shop, because we’re so familiar with 
the neighborhood and it feels like home, is to make a place that isn’t 
pretentious and that wouldn’t be such a scene,” she said. 
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Little Canal is welcoming in a reserved way that doesn’t call attention to 
itself. There’s a simple wooden bar, subway tile, leafy plants, records on 
the shelves, and seats along the window, all things that remind a visitor 
of a home kitchen or living room.

“You could just roll out in your pajamas if you needed to, grab your 
coffee, head back home, and feel very relaxed. As a result we’ve become 
a living room that’s an extension of peoples’ homes.”

At Maman, with seven locations in New York, the design choices 
are similarly intentional. The plates are mismatched, blue-and-white 
China, as if they’d been pulled from kitchen cabinets. The deep wooden 
benches at the TriBeCa location are also not uniform. 

“Our cafes do look very lived in,” said Andrea DeMaio, former Maman 
barista and current Marketing Director. “A lot of our chairs are antique 
chairs and the tables are just big wooden tables. You feel like you’re 
going to someone’s home and sitting at their dining room table. It’s a 
space where you can immediately feel comfortable when you walk in, but 
it’s also a neutral space. It’s not like you’re going over to another person’s 
home where they feel very comfortable but you don’t—it’s like a neutral 
space that brings that comfort and feeling of home to both parties.”

The Hungarian Pastry Shop on Amsterdam and 111th, a few blocks 
south of Columbia University and almost directly across the street from 
St. John the Divine, is homey partially by design and partially by nature.

The cafe has been in owner Philip Binioris’s family for decades. A 
Hungarian-Jewish couple opened the shop in 1961 before his father 
purchased it with two business partners in 1976. The partners parted 
ways and Binioris took over the Pastry Shop from his father nine 
years ago.

The homemade pastries and cakes are as much part of the allure as the 
coffee. There’s no Wi-Fi, tables are jammed together, and customers 
turn sideways to slip past one another at the door. It’s not out of place to 
see friends or couples huddled closely over a shared plate and books. 

“Clearly you have something in common because you’ve both come to 
this place, so there’s some kind of common connection, so it kind of 
opens the f loor for a potential interaction. There’s something freeing 
about being put in that kind of proximity to other people and having 
to ask them to share a table and the understanding that when it gets 
crowded you’re going to be really close to somebody… When you go to 
the Pastry Shop, you’re getting close to somebody because you want to 
be at the Pastry Shop. It’s an opening, it’s a little bit of an opening.”

“I’ve been married for five years and with my wife for 10, so I haven’t 
been dating in a while,” said Binioris.

“But my memory of it is that, when you’re getting started on a date 
with somebody, you want there to be some activity around you so you 
don’t feel awkward. So, in a place like the Pastry Shop where it’s kind 
of crowded and there’s activity and there’s energy, it kind of helps keep 
the conversation going or it keeps the awkward moments a little less 
obvious,” he said. 

The same could be said of a bar, of course—the cocktail of energy, 
activity, closeness, and anonymity is similar. Yet an interaction at a coffee 
shop tends to offer more comfort and ambiguity. Sometimes, that’s by 
design, and sometimes that’s a result of the way customers use their 
favorite shops as a space for lower stakes, more ambiguous meetings.
The Hungarian Pastry Shop, for example, primarily serves Morningside 
Heights residents and professors and students from Columbia.
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Binioris said, “A lot of people are going on ‘study dates’ or they’re not 
really sure what they’re doing. So they say, ‘Hey, let’s meet up and study 
at the Pastry Shop.’ Maybe it’s something else, and maybe it’s not. It 
gives it a sense of ambiguity that is a kind of a little bit of protection.”

That ambiguity has always been the appeal of the coffee date—a 
meeting for coffee is more amorphous than sitting down for drinks at 
a cocktail bar. While “Do you want to go out for drinks?” often implies 
romantic interest, “Do you want to meet for a coffee?” doesn’t necessarily 
so—there’s always the possibility that it’s an invitation for a study 
session or a first plan with a new friend.

Even if it’s clear that the intention is more than friendly, the cultural 
connotation is of a shorter, more relaxed situation than dinner, where 
there’s no way out until the check arrives and the setting is more formal.

“[Our shops] are nice for a first date in that you don’t have to feel 
the pressure of a dinner date,” said DeMaio. “That can be kind of 
intimidating, you feel like you have to be really put together.”

Layco agreed: “I think the comfort level also helps people. You don’t 
have to be dressed up, you can come as you are. You don’t have to 
commit to a meal. It’s short, you can escape whenever… You can still 
have that daytime anonymity because it’s very transient in terms of how 
long people stay and it gets so busy.”

Binioris said, “You can have a cup of coffee and a piece of cake in about 
10 minutes. And if it’s not working, it’s like, ‘Alright, see ya later.’ You’re 
not going out for an hour or two-hour dinner where you’re stuck if it’s 
clearly not the right fit.” 

Even for shops that are able to offer takeout, COVID-19 has disrupted 
all of this. The quickly rotating clientele, close-quarter seating, and 
welcoming atmosphere that made coffee shops ideal date spots are 
completely lost when a truck whizzes past an outdoor table or an iced 
coffee withers in the outdoor heat. 

When asked if he’d noticed any daters picking up drinks from the Pastry 
Shop since the start of the shutdown, Binioris guessed that most of the 
couples he observed were already in a relationship. “I’m not sure how 
much of that is happening with people who are just starting to date… 
I can’t imagine trying to meet somebody now, it must be really, 
really hard.”

Layco said about Little Canal, “The people who’ve been keeping us 
in business during [the pandemic] have really just been the locals—
people who are cooped up at home, they want their coffee fix, they 
want to get out of the house, but they don’t want to commit to taking 
the subway anywhere. It’s really been about people who’ve been in the 
neighborhood.”

But with New Yorkers becoming more and more accustomed to outdoor 
dining and drinking, even with all its inconveniences, cafes are hoping to 
see dates return (safely, of course).

When we spoke, Layco had just reintroduced outdoor seating at Little 
Canal and was expecting more activity. 

Maman is in the same boat. DeMaio said, “I still think coffee is 
one of the best options for a date. A lot of places in New York are 
just beginning to have outdoor seating, so many people don’t feel 
comfortable sitting outside at a restaurant. So having that option to take 
something to go is really big. Even if you wanted to grab your coffee at 
the window and walk or go to a park, I think it’s one of the more ideal 
options for a first date.” 
_

Gorretti Layco


